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Abstract--Iterative methods for the solution of nonlinear systems of equations such as Newton's method 
are usually based on local linearizations; iterative procedures which locally use quadratic approximations 
of the functions whose zero is to be determined are studied. Our approach yields fourth order iterative 
methods which are more efficient han their classical counterparts such as Chebyshev's and Halley's 
method, lterative methods of the kind discussed here are from a practical point of view certainly not as 
important as Newton-like methods; they may be appropriate, however, for special types of nonlinear 
problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The standard approach for the iterative solution of a nonlinear equation 
f (x)  = 0 (1.1) 
(where f :D  C_ X --* X is a smooth mapping, X a Banach space, D open and convex) may be 
interpreted as follows: 
Given an approximate root x. of f, solve the linear equation 
0 = f (x . )  + A.(x,,÷l - x,,) (1.2) 
in order to get an improved approximate root x. ÷ ~. 
If the linear mapping A. E L(X.X) is chosen as an approximation f
fo s f ' (x .  + t(~ - x,,))dt 
(here, and in the sequel, ~ denotes a zero of f which is always assumed to be regular, i.e. f ' (~) 
is continuously invertible) then the iterative application of this principle leads to Newton-like 
methods. In the present note we propose some methods which are based upon a quadratic 
approximation f f: 
Given an approximate root x.; solve the quadratic equation 
0 = f (x . )  + f ' (x . ) (x . . l  - x.) + B,,(x.+l - x,,)-', n = 0, 1, 2. 3 . . . . .  (1.3) 
Here B. is a symmetric bilinear operator which approximates 
f] (1 - t)f"(x,, + t(~ - x,,))dt. 
The essential difference between (! .2) and (1.3) lies in the fact that (1.2) in the finite dimensional 
case, at least, can be solved directly whereas (1.3) in general can be solved only approximately. 
In other words, Newton-like methods differ by the choice of A,, only, whereas the methods 
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under consideration differ by the choice orB. as well as by the device chosen for the approximate 
solution of quadratic equations (cf. Rail[l]. McFarland[2]). The special case X = R was treated 
in [3] and will not be considered here. 
The well-known classical methods of Chebyshev and Halley both use 
" 9 B,, := f (x,,)/_ 
in (1.3); they use. however, different procedures for the approximate solution of the quadratic 
equation (1.3): 
Chebyshev 's  method ("method of tangent parabola"): Given .% ~ D. compute y .... r._ 
from 
0 = f(x, ,)  + f ' (x . ) (y , ,  -x , , ) ,  
1 
0 = f(x, , )  + f ' (x . ) (x , ,+l  -x , , )  + 2 f"(x,,)(y,, -x, ,) ' - .  
n =0,1 ,2 ,3  . . . . .  (1.4) 
Hal ley 's  method ("method of tangent hyperbola"): Given x0 E D; compute y,,, x.+ ~ from 
0 = f(x, , )  + f ' (x , , ) (y .  - x,,). 
1 
0 = f(x.)  + {f'fx,,) + ~ f"(x,,)(y,, -x,,)}(x,,_ t 
n=0.1 .2 ,3  . . . . .  (1.5) 
Both methods locally are of Q-order 3 if~j is a regular zero o f f .  The effic~.ncy of these methods 
can be improved, however, without any relevant additional computatio ~s if one uses 
B . '=  f"(2x,,/3 + y,,/3)/2. 
Thereby we are led to the following fourth order iterative methods which [similar as (1.4) and 
(! .5)] require one evaluation of f ,  one of f '  and one of f "  per step: 
Modi f ied  Chebyshev  method (preliminary version): Given x0 ~ D; compute y,,. z.. x,,. t 
from 
0 = f (x . )  + f ' (x . ) (y , ,  - x . ) .  
1 
0 = f (x . )  + f ' (x . ) (z , ,  - x . )  + ~ f"(2x,,/3 + y,,/3)(y,, - x,,)-'. 
1 
0 = f (x . )  + f ' (x . ) (x , , . l  - x,,) + ~_ f"(Zr,,/3 + y,,/3)(z,, - x,,) 2, 
n =0,1 .2 .3  . . . . .  (1.6) 
Modi f ied  Ha l ley  method:  Given Xo ~ D; compute y.. z.. x,,_ ~ from 
0 = /(x,,) + f ' (x . ) (y .  - x,,). 
= f (x . )  + {f'(x,,) + ~ f " (Zr . /3  + y,,/3)(y. - x,,)}(z,, - x,,). 0 
= f (x . )  + {f'(x.) + ~ f"(Zr,,/3 + .v,,/3)(-,, - x,,)}(x,,-t - x,,). 0 
n =0,1 ,2 .3  . . . . .  (1.7) 
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In actual (finite dimensional) computations the n-th step of ( 1.6) proceeds as follows: 
1. Stage: Compute a LR-decomposition f f ' (x , )  by Gauss elimination. 
2. Stage: Solve the linear system 
f ' (x , )a ,  = - f (x , ) .  
3. Stage: Solve the linear system 
1 
f '(x,)b,, = -~ f"(x + aJ3)a~. (1.6a) 
4. Stage: Solve the linear system 
I 
f ' (x , )c ,  = 2 f"(x,  + afl3)b~. 
5. Stage: Set x,+t = x, + c, 
The description given in (1.6) is appropriate for the motivation and the analysis of the method 
only; similar remarks apply to (1.7). 
Let us briefly indicate (for the finite dimensional case) the specific advantages and dis- 
advantages of the above modifications of the classical methods: 
(a) Advantages: 
(1.6): Only one LR-decomposition f f ' (x , )  is required in each step. 
(1.6), (1.7): Q-order of convergence is locally 4 for regular zeros of f. 
(b) Disadvantage: 
(1.6), (1.7): The bilinear mapping 1/2 f"(2x,J3 + y J3) must be stored in each step. 
The methods (1.6), (1.7) were introduced by the author in [4]; in the present note we give 
a more refined proof of convergence for these methods. Furthermore, we introduce a new 
method which possesses the above mentioned advantages without having the corresponding 
disadvantage. From a practical point of view this new method is. in our opinion at least, the 
most relevant method of the Chebyshev-Halley-type. It may be derived from ( 1.6) if the fourth 
stage of (l.6a) is replaced by the following: 
Modif ied4. stage. Solve the linear system f'(x,,)c,, = -f"(2xJ3 + y,/3)a,,b,. This yields 
the 
Modified Chebyshev method (final version): Given x0 ~ D; compute y,, z,,, x,,_ ~ from 
0 = f (x , )  + f'(x,,)(y,, - X,,), 
1 
0 = ~ f"(2X,/3 + y J3) (y ,  - X,,) z + f'(x,)(Z,, - y,,), 
0 = f"(2XJ3 + yJ3)(y,, - X,)(Z,, - y,,) + f'(x,,)(X,,.~ - 
n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3  . . . . .  
Z,, ), 
(I.6b) 
Thus each step of (l.6b) requires only the storage of the matrix 
f"(Zr,J3 + yfl3)(y, - x,,) 
instead of the bilinear mapping 
1 . ,') 
2 "f (,r,13 + y,,/3) 
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which must be stored in each step of (1.6) and ( 1.7): at the same time the number of necessary 
arithmetic operations is reduced slightly. The fact that (l.6b) is a fourth order method would 
not be too astonishing for real valued functions: Traub's classical book[5] contains a lot of 
variants of well-known iterative methods, which to a large amount, however, work for real (or 
complex) functions only. In the general case it seems remarkable that the above modification 
of the classical Chebyshev method increases the order of that method. 
It is noteworthy that this efficient variant of (I.6) was a by-product of our analysis of 
convergence for (1.6), (1.7) which (in part) is presented in the sequel thus showing that 
convergence analysis, which is first of all necessary and important for theoretical reasons, may 
well have concrete practical consequences. 
Let us emphasize that iterative methods of the above type. i.e. methods which require the 
computation of f", are by far not as relevant in practice as Newton-like methods. However, 
for special types of nonlinear systems of equations which arise, e.g., from discretization of 
nonlinear integral equations or nonlinear two point boundary value problems the methods under 
consideration may be advantageous. (Thus, the above mentioned "'disadvantage" actually is 
not as severe as it may seem at first glance since in most cases where the application of our 
methods is reasonable, the computation and the storage of f "  is inexpensive.) The practical 
relevance of these methods may increase if computer aided formula manipulation facilities 
become a common tool in numerical analysis. 
The efficiency of higher order methods such as (1.6), (1.7) must be compared with that 
of the numerous variants of Newton's method, e.g. 
Three step Newton  method: Given xo E D; compute y,,, z,,. x,,_ ~ from 
0 = f (x , )  + f'(x,,)(y,, - x,,), 
0 = f(y, , )  + f'(x,,)(:,, - y,,). 
0 = f( ' , , )  + f'(x,,)(x,,.~l - z,),  
n =0,  I ,2 ,3  . . . . .  (1.8) 
or with Newton's method itself (if one considers two steps of Newton's method as one step of 
a fourth order method); this comparison is omitted very often in publications dealing with these 
"higher order" methods. 
The iterative methods (1.6)-(1.8) require in the finite dimensional case the following 
computations per step: 
Number of 
evaluations of
Method f f '  f" 
Number of LR-decompositions 
(resp. Gauss eliminations) 
(1.6) 1 I I 1 
(I.7) I I I 3 
(1.8) 3 1 - -  I 
Two steps of Newton's method 2 2 --  2 
Thus, (1.6) is preferable to (1.8) if one evaluation of f" is less expensive than two evaluations 
of f itself; hence our new methods are favourable in special cases only where the second 
derivative is easily and inexpensively available [Similarly, Newton's method usually is less 
efficient than (1.8)!1. This restricts the practical value of methods using second derivatives 
considerably. Anyway, our new methods are almost always superior to their classical prede- 
cessors which are studied extensively in literature (cf. Ade[61, Alefeld[7,8], Brown[9], Davis 
and Dawson[ 101. D6ring[l I, 12, 13.14.15]. Ehrmann[ 161. Ganter[ 171. P6nisch[18], Schwet- 
lick[ 19]) to which our criticism applies as well. In order to reveal the close relationship between 
(1.6) and (1.8) [and, furthermore, in order to give a motivation for (1.6), (1.7)] we rewrite 
(1.8) in the following equivalent form: 
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Given Xo ~ D; compute Yn, -',,. x,,+ ~ from 
0 = f (xn)  + f ' (x . ) (y~ - x,,), 
fo' 0 = f(x, , )  + f ' (x . ) (z , ,  - x,,) + (1 - t ) f " (x .  + t(y,, - x.))dt(y,, - x,,)'-, 
fo' 0 = f (xn)  + f ' (x~)(x~÷j - x . )  + (1 - t)f"(x,, + t(: .  - x,,))dt(:. - x,,):. 
n = 0,  1, 2,  3 . . . . .  ( l .8a)  
Thus (I.6) may be derived from (l.8a) by a suitable approximation of the occufing integrals; 
for quadratic functions in Banach spaces (1.6) and (1.8) yield different formulations of the same 
method. 
2. PROOF OF CONVERGENCE FOR IMPROVED VERSIONS OF THE CLASSICAL 
CHEBYSHEV AND HALLEY METHOD 
In order to avoid some unnecessary technicalities we assume (if not otherwise stated) that 
f is defined on an open ball D with radius p and center ~; we furthermore assume that f 
C~(D --~ X) .  Without loss of generality we may assume that f is not an affine mapping on D. 
Let us introduce the following 
Notat ions 
Let r < p. 
(a) B,(c) :=  {x E X l]~x - c]l < r}, 
p. ( r )  := sup{llY"(x)ll l x ~ g,(O}, 
~,.(r) :=  I/f"(~)ll + ][f(a)(~)llr + p.,(r)-'/2, Ix3(r) :=  Ilf'3*(OII + p.4(r)r. 
(b) For any x E B,(~) such that f ' (x )  is continuously invertible let 
N(x) :=  x - f ' (x ) - I f (x ) .  
(c) For any x, y ~ B,(~) such that f ' (x )  is a continuously invertible set 
fo t . x) . 
l 
R(x ,  y)  :=  (1 - t ) f " (x  + t(~ - x))dt(~ - x) - ~ f"(gr/3_ + N(x)/3)(v - 
(d) et ( r ) := IIf'(~)-ql~,_(r)r, q(r) :=  ct(r)/(2 - 2or(r)). • 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of convergence of the new iterative methods. 
LEMMA 2.1 
Let x E B,(~), r < p, et(r) < 2/3. Then the following statements are valid: 
(a) p.i(r) -> sup{l l f") (x)[ l lx  ~ a,(~)}, i = 2, 3, 4. 
(b) The operators f ' (x )  and fo ~ f ' (x  + t(~ - x))dt are continuously invertible and the 
estimates 
I [ f ' (x) - ' l l  -< ]] f ' (~)-tH/(  1 - et(r))  (2. l ) 
II(fo ) ' f ' (x  + t(~ - x))dt N IIf'(~)-'ll/(l - e~(r)/2) (2.2) 
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are valid. 
(c) I lN(x)  - ~{[ ~ q(r)l~v - ~][ < r 
I IN(x) - xll ~ ( I  + q(r))lk,c - ~11. 
(d) For any y E D: 
(I - t ) f " (x  + t (y  - x))dt - ~ + y/3)  
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(e) R (x ,y )  <- I~,(r)/721[x - ~11J + ~3(r) /6[ lN(x) - ~[f Ik~ - ~1] + Ix,.(r)/2lly - ~ll. (2.6) 
Proof  (a) is obvious; (b) is an easy consequence of a well-known perturbation lemma due 
to Banach (cf. Ortega-Rheinboldt[20], 2.3 .2) ;  (c) 
N(x)  - ~ = x - ~ - f ' (x ) - ' f (x )  = f ' (x ) - I (  ' {f'(x) - f'(~ + t(x ~))}dt(x 
Jo 
Inequality (2.4) then follows from (2.1) and the estimate 
[1' f0 ' (x)  - f ' (~  + t(x - ~))dt --< tx2(r)llx - ~11/2 
by elementary calculations. (2.5) is an immediate consequence of (2.4) and the triangle in- 
equality. (d) Set z(t)  :=  x + t(y - x); then 
(l - t ) f " (z ( t ) )dt  - 
fo'fo' ( = (1 - t) t -  
 :f0 ( = (1 - t) t -  
= fol fol fol ( l- t)(t  - l 2 3) Tff4'(Z(~) 
; ) f  LZ~;) + - dt(y -x) 
=0) 
(2.6) is an immediate consequence of this equation. (e) 
Jl{;o' ',, } R(x ,y )  = (1 - t ) f " (x  + t(~ -x ) )d t  - ~f  (Zr/3 + ~/3) (~_ -x )  
1 
+ ~ {f"(2.~/3 + ~/3) - f"(Zr,'3 + N(x)/3)}(~ -x )  
I Y) : + ~_ f"(7-r/3 + N(x ) /3 ) (~ - 
the assertion then follows from (a) and (c). 
=< P-,(r)lly - xt]:/72. (2.5) 
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LEMMA 2.2 
If g E C"(D ~ X), x, y ~ D, then 
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Y0 :0 g'(x + t(y - x))dt = g'(x) + (I - t)g"(x + t(y - x))dt(y - x). 
Proof. Use integration by pa~s. 
Our subsequent analysis of convergence will show that the above introduced iterative 
methods converge for any starting value lying in the ball BR~,(O, where R(s) = sup{p >- 0 I 
~4(r)r2/72 + q(r)p,3(r)r/6 <= s(q(r))lz2(r)/2 for 0 =< r -< p}. Here s E C([0, w)) is a nonin- 
creasing function satisfying s(0) = 1. The function s usually differs for different iterative 
methods. 
LEMMA 2.3 
(i) R(s) > 0, i.e. BR~,~(~) is nonvoid. 
(ii) If s has a positive root (r then R(s) <= q-J(cr). 
Proof. (i) Let us first assume that f"(O ~ 0; then for r----) 0 the left-hand side of the 
inequality 
(,) Ix4(r)r:/72 + q(r)lx3(r)r/6 <= s(q(r))gt,.(r)/2 
tends to 0 whereas the right-hand side tends to 1/2 Itf"(O]l > 0; an obvious continuity argument 
therefore shows that (*) is true for sufficiently small r > 0. If f"(O = 0 then for any r > 0(*) 
is equivalent o 
(**) p.,(r)r/36 + q(r)(llf~3'(O[[ + p.4(r)r)/3 <= s(q(r))fllf'z'(~)ll + p.,(r)r)/2). 
If, additionally, f3~(O # 0 then one may argue similarly as above; if fc3~(~) = 0 then for r > 
0 (**) is equivalent o 
(***) ix,(r)/36 + q(r)p.~(r)/3 <= s(q(r))l~4(r)/2, 
i.e. 0 =< [s(q(r))/2 - q(r)/3 - 1/36]~4(r) which is obviously true for sufficiently small r > 
0 as 
lim q(r) = 0, lira s(q(r)) = 1. 
r--.-0 r--.0 
the assertion (ii) is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 
Let Ilx. - ~tl --- < r <- R(s) with s(t) := 1 - t, 0 = < t = < 1; furthermore we assume that 
a(r) < 2/3. I fy . ,  z., x.+t are defined by the modified Halley method (1.7) then 
max{f ly ,  - ~11, II:.  - ~11. I lx .+,  - 611} ~ q(r) l~x. - ~11 
and y ,, z,, x, + i E Bq,,,,(~). 
Proof. The inequality Ily,, - ~ll ~ q(r)l[x,, - ~ll is an immediate consequence of lemma 
2.1 (c). Let u be some element satisfying Ilu - ~11 =< q(r)r; then the estimate 
~AM~A L2A ] -C  
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(*) R(x,,. u ) -  {Ix~(r)r~/72 + q(r))x~(r)r:/6 -,- q(r)~t..(r)r,'2} 
<= (s(q(r))  + q(r))bt._(r)r/2 (by definition of R(s)) .  
= )x,_(r)r/2 (by definition of s) 
holds. From 0 = f({)  = f (x . )  + f~ f ' (x .  + t({ - x.))dt({ - x.)  and 0 = f (x . )  + 
{f ' (x.)  + 1/2 f"(2x./3 +yJ3) (y .  - x.)}(z. - .r.) (cf. (1.7)) we conclude that 
f i ' f ' (x .  + t((; - x.))dt(~ - z.)  = - f (x . )  + f ' (x , ,  + t(~ - x.))dt(x.  - z.) 
{ If"(2"r"/3+y"/3)(y" x") fo' } = f ' (x . )  + ~ - - f '(x,, + t(~ -x . ) )d t  (z. -x , , )  
c } = f " (Zr J3  + y J3 ) (y .  - x.) - (1 - Of"(x. + t(~ - x.))dt(~ - x. )  (z. - 
(by Lemma 2.2). Hence, by (2.2) and (2.6), 
IIz. - ~11 < 211f'(~)- '[ I /(2 - a( r ) )R(x . ,  y.) l lz. - x~lt 
-< a(r) / (2 - a(r)){llz. - ~_ll + llx,, - ~11} 
this implies IIz. - ~ll --< q(r)l[x. - ~tl. The proof of the remaining inequality Ikw.+, 
q(r)llx. - l~]l follows analogously from the inequalities (*) (use ,i = z.) and 




II[fo ] I[x.+, - ~ll =< f ' (x .  + t(~ - x~))dt R(x . .  z.)l lz. - x.ll. • (2.8) 
PROPOSITION 2.5 
Iflbr0 - ~11 -< R(s)  and a(J]x0 - ~11) < 2/3 then the modif ied Halley method (1.7) converges 
with Q-order at least 4 to the zero 1~ of f :  
l imsup flx.+~ - ~ll/[Ix. - ~511~ ~ yd3 + y3y., + y! 
where -y, :=  [ I f ' ({)- J f" '({)l] / i! ,  i = 2, 3, 4. 
Proof .  Proposit ion 2.4 ensures the (at least Q-linear) convergence of the sequences {x.}, 
{y.} and {z.} generated by (1.7). Without loss of generality we may assume that f ' ({ )  is the 
identity. Since, for any n E N y.  is a Newton iterate with starting point x.,  the inequality 
l imsup IIY. - {l]/[)x,,  - gl]-" --< l [ f " ({ ) l l /2  
is valid. Therefore (2.6) implies: 
l imsup R(x,,,  Y,,)/lk,, - ~1t z ~ {Jtf"(~)ll/2} 2.
From (2.7) we thus conclude lira . . . .  ]]z,, - ~]l/Ikr,, - ~_[] = 0, so that 
lim IIz., - x . l t / J i~_  - x , , I ]  = 1. 
t t----, :~  
Hence l imsup._~ [[z. - ~If/l~-r,, - ~ll 3 ~ [[f"(~)ll:/4: f2.8) and the estimate 
lterative solution of systems 
limsup R(x . ,  z.)lllx. - ~113 ~ IIP'(~)tl/72 + Ilf"(~)ll IIf'3'(~)[I / 12 + 11f"(~)113/8 
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then yield the assertion. • 
In contrast o our method of proof, semilocal convergence theorems do not assume the 
existence of a zero of f: given the result of the first step of the iterative method which is 
investigated (and estimates of some higher derivatives of f)  they yield the existence of a zero 
as well as the convergence of the iteration and error bounds. The most famous result of this 
kind certainly is the Newton-Kantorovic theorem which gives sufficient conditions for the 
existence of zeros and for the convergence of Newton's method. We have not included a 
corresponding semilocal convergence theorem for the new higher order methods considered 
here for two reasons: Since the first step of these methods consists of a ordinary Newton step 
(1) the existence of a zero may be (if this is necessary) checked with the help of the Newton- 
Kantorovic theorem; (2) one may derive error estimates for the iterates x., n = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
with this powerful theorem, too. Thus, a semilocal result of convergence seems to be for the 
methods under consideration of little practical relevance. • 
In the sequel we derive convergence r sults for the final version of the modified Chebyshev 
method which, from a practical point of view, is to be preferable to (1.7). 
PROPOSITION 2.6 
Let IlXo - ~11 = r < g(s), with s(t) '=  (1 - t 2 - 2t-'(i + t)(2 + t))/(1 + 2t(l +t)). 
Then the following statements are valid: 
(i) All iterates of the modified Chebyshev method (l.6b) are well defined and remain in 
B,(~). 
(ii) The sequence {x. I n ~ N} converges with Q-order 4 to the root ~ of f: 
i imsup I lx . . ,  - ~ll/llx. - ~11"----W~/3 + "Y3"Y_. + 5W! 
(with "Yi as defined in proposition 2.5). 
Proof.  Note that r < R(s)  implies s(q(r)) > 0; thus necessarily q(r) < 1. 
For abbreviation let us set B. : = f"(Zr./3 + y./3); furthermore we write q instead of q(r) ,  
~i instead of I-ti(r) and a instead of et(r). 
(i) By (l.6b): f ' (x . ) (y .  - z.) = B . (y .  - x.)-'/2; hence Lemma 2.1 yields: 
I ly. - z.II ~ q(l + q)-'llx,,- ¢Jll. 
The equations 
f ' (x . ) (~  - z . )  = f ' (x . ) (x .  - z .)  + f ' (x . ) (~  - x . )  
1 
= f (x . )  + ~ B . (y .  - x.)'- + f ' (x . ) (~  - x . )  [by (i.6b)] 
fo } = B.(l~ - x . )  - (i - t ) f"(x.  + t(~ - x,,))dt(~ - x,,) (~ - x,,) 
1 
+ ~ B . (y .  - ~)(~ - Z~. + y . )  
lead to the estimate: 
IIz. - ~11 ~ I I f ' (~J)-t l l / ( l  - ~){e(x , , ,  ~)I1~ - x.ll + 1~._/2rq(2 + q)N~ - x , , [ I}  
[use (2.1). (2.4). (2.5)]. 
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By assumpt ion (b) R(x . .  ~) <- s(q)/2~tzr so that 
Ilz. - ~_lt --< itf '(~)-tl]/( l  - a)p.z/2r{s(q) ~- q(2 -,- q)}l'-L, - ~_iI 
= q(s (q )+ 2q + qZ)lir,, - ~]l 
< ql~r. - ~tt. 
The fo l lowing step is the crucial  point of  our proof; it reveals that the order of (1.6b) actual ly 
is four. We make essential  use of  the fact that B,, is a symmetr ic  bi l inear mapping.  From 
f ' (x . ) (~  - x .+ , )  = f ' (x . ) ( z .  - x . . , )  + f ' (x , , ) (~  - z,,) 
= B. (y .  - x . ) (z .  - y . )  + f ' (x . ) (~  - z.) 
= B.(~j - x.) - (1 - t)f"(x,, + t(~ - x.))dt(~ - x,,) (~ - x.) 
- f (x . )  - f ' (x . ) (~  - x . )  + f ' (x . ) (~  - z,,) 
1 B + B . (y .  - x . ) (z .  - y,,) - ~ .(~ - x.) ' -  
Io } = B.(~ - x . )  - f l - t)f"(x~ + t({ - x,,))dt(~ - x,,) (~ - x,,) 
i 1 
+ ~ B . (y .  - x.)-" + B.(y,, - x°)(z,, - y.)  - ~ B,,(~ - x,,): 
;0 } = B.(~ - x.) - (1 - t) f"(x.  + t(~ - x,,))dt(~ - x.)  (~ - x,,) 
1 
+ B. (y .  - x . ) (z .  - y . )  + ~ B.(y,, - O(Y,, - Zr.  + ~) 
;0 ) = B.(~ - . r . )  - ( l  - t) f"(x.  + t(~ -x , , ) )d t (~ -x , , )  (~ -x , , )  
1 
- -~ BAy .  - 0 2 + B . (y .  - x . ) (z .  - ~) 
[by (l.6b)] 
we deduce the inequal i ty 
[Ix.+. - ~[[ =< I[ f ' (x.) - ' [ l{R(x. ,  ~) + p.z/2q2r + ~..[(1 + q)r][q(s(q) + 2q + qZ)l}H.r,, - ~11 
=< I] f ' (O- ' [ I / ( l  - a)~.. /2r{s(q) + q'- + 2(1 + q)q(s(q)  + 2q + q-')}j[x,, - ~_[! 
= q{s(q)[ l  + 2(1 + q)q] + q'- + 2q-'(1 + q)(2 + q)}llx,, - ~11 
= q]lx,, - ~1] (by def in i t ion of  s). 
Thus we have proved the convergence of  the iterates {.r,,}. The proof of  (ii) is s imi lar  to the 
proof of  Proposit ion 2.5 and therefore is omitted. • 
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
3. l A nonl inear  integral equation 
An approximate solut ion of the nonl inear  integral equat ion 
L 
b 
x(t) + K(t .  s) f ( s .  x(s))ds = g(t). t E [a. b] 
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F(.rt, x,_ . . . . .  x,) = 0 
where 
n 
Fi(x I , x,_ . . . . .  x,) = xj + ~ tosK(tj, ti) f(t , . .r i )  - g(t i) 
i=1  
a < t I "~ t ,  `~ < < j = . - - - - - . .  =t , ,=  b, = l ( l )n .  
The coefficients {toi} determine a suitable quadrature formula: 
n 
to~h(ti) = f ' h(t)dt for h E C([a. b]). 
i=1  
Let K be the matrix (%K(t~, tj)),~,.j.~,; then 
F'(x, . . . . .  x . )  = 1 + K d iag(fx(t i ,  x~)), 
F"(x, . . . . .  x , )hk = K(f=(tt, xt)htkl . . . . .  f~(t,, x,)h,k , )  r for any h, k ~ R". 
As a concrete xample let us consider the following nonlinear integral equation (which is 
a version of the so called H-equation arising in the theory of radiative transfer, cf. Baker[21], 
p. 685 ff., Rall[221): 
f0 x(t) + IX~2 t/(t + s)x(s)-Jds = 1, t ~ [0, 1]. (3.1) 
(3.1) has a real solution for 0 -< IX -< !. In the following we give the results for Ix = I/2 
computed by one step of the final version of the modified Chebyshev method (l.6b) and two 
steps of Newton's method (considered as one step of a fourth order method). The composite 
trapezoidal rule was used as quadrature formula with stepsize 1/20. Starting value for the iteration 
was (x "~, . . , x~21)) r "= (1, 1 . . . . .  1) r in each case. Thus, the initial error is max{Ix ") - 
~"'l i = "1, . . ,21}"  2 × 10 -l. 
The error of the approximation computed by the "two step Newton method" was 3.7 × 
10-6; one step of the new fourth order method (1.6b) produced an approximation f the solution 
whose absolute error was 8.7 × 10 -5. The computer time needed for one step of the new 
method was less than the time needed for two Newton steps: for n between 10 and 20 method 
(1.6b) required about 20-25% less computer time than Newton's method (the savings increased 
if n increased). Thus, our method is especially adequate if, e.g. (3.1) is to be solved for different 
parameters Ix. 
A typical feature of this example is that the major part of the computations must be done 
in order to solve the occuring systems of linear equations: 
(1) one step of our fourth order method (l.6b) thus requires mainly n3/3 multiplications/ 
divisions to perform a LR-decomposition f F'(x,  . . . . .  x,); 
(2) two steps of Newton's method require about twice as many algebraic operations. 
3.2 Nonlinear two-point boundary value problems 
A well-known discretization method (cf. Collatz[23], p. 164 ff.) for the nonlinear two- 
point boundary value problem 
Y(t) + f(t ,  x(t)) = O, t ~ [a, b], 
x(a) = A, x(b) = B 
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leads  to  the  fo l low ing  sys tem o f  non l inear  equat ions :  
- ~ + .v,_ + hZ,,'12(f(t,_l x,_~) F~{.'¢ I . . . . . .  r,, _ I ) = .r~_ r - - r i  i 
+ 10f(t, ,x,)  + f I t , _~. . r j .~) )  = 0 j = 1. 2. 3 . . . . .  n - I 
where t, "= a + ih,  i = O, 1 . . . . .  n,  h :=  (b - a) /n .  One step of method (1.6b) requires 
n evaluations of f ,  
n evaluations of f~, 
n evaluations of f ,d  
two steps of Newton's method, however need 
2n evaluations of f ,  
2n evaluations of f , .  
The three step Newton method 1.8) requires 
3n evaluations of f ,  
n evaluations of f~. 
The computational costs for the solution of the occuring tridiagonal systems of linear equations 
are usually negligible in comparison with the computations necessary to evaluate f .  f~ and f~ 
in this type of problem. Thus ( l .6b)  is more economical than the standard methods in cases 
where f~ is as easily available as f or f~. 
Let us consider the following illustrative example (a lot of similar examples arising in 
various applications can be found in Bellman and Kalaba[24]): 
£(t) + sin(x(t)) = 0, t~  [0, 1], x(0) = 0, x( l )  = 2.7. 
One step of ( l .6b)  resp. two steps of Newton's  method for the solution of the discretized 
equation with h = 1/10, x~ i~ = 2.7 ih  (i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  10) yield results whose errors are 
given in the following table; the vector x • = (x ~°~ . . . . .  x~°~) r denotes the exact solution: 
Two steps of New- 
i ton's method) for method (l.6b) 
1 7.42 × 10 -~ 8.12 x i0 -s 
2 7.37 x I0 -~ 8.09 × 10 -" 
3 7.15 x I0 -~ 7.89 x 10 -" 
4 6.65 × 10 -~ 7.32 × I0 -~ 
5 5.78 × 10 -" 6.24 × 10 -~ 
6 4.61 x 10 -~ 4.76 × I0 -X 
7 3.30 × 10 -' 3.22 × I0 -" 
8 2.04 × I0 -~ 1.89 × 10 -~ 
9 9.30 × I0-"' 8.45 × I0 -~ 
The above results were typical for a lot of calculations (with larger n, too) for this problem. 
The slightly greater accuracy of Newton's method must be paid by significantly more function 
evaluations. The actual computer time required in the above example was almost equal for both 
methods due to the fact that the nonlinearity can be evaluated quite quickly. The situation 
changes in favour of our method for equations where the evaluation of the nonlinearity becomes 
more t ime-consuming. 
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4. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
The new higher order iterative methods introduced in this paper may be appropriate for 
special kinds of nonlinear equations; they seem to be superior in any case to their classical 
predecessors, such as Halley's and Chebyshev's method. 
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